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Table: Reused interior nonstructural elements
Element 
Description
Number of Generic Equipment Pieces 
Interior Nonstructural Element
ENERGY STAR Eligible Equipment Name/Type 
For group projects, the table must include the combined reuse for all buildings.  
Interior reuse as a percentage of total area (%) 
Must be at least 50% for 1 point. 
Table: Reused interior nonstructural elements
Interior Nonstructural Element
ENERGY STAR Eligible Equipment Name/Type 
For group projects, the table must include the combined reuse for all spaces.  
Interior reuse as a percentage of prior condition or completed design area, whichever is greater (%) 
Must be at least 40% for 1 point, 60% for 2 points, 80% for exemplary performance. 
Area values for reused interior nonstructural walls or partitions include both sides of the element.
For projects reusing interior nonstructural walls or partitions 
Area values for reused interior doors and/or exterior or party structural walls where interior finishes have been reused only include one side of the element. 
For projects reusing interior doors and/or exterior or party structural walls
For projects that include an existing building with one or more additions
The addition(s) is less than two times the floor area of the existing building(s).
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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